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Spin-guide source for the generation of highly spin-polarized currents
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A ‘‘spin-guide’’ source for generation of electric currents with a high degree of spin polarization, which
allows long-distance transmission of the spin polarization, is proposed. In the spin-guide scheme, a nonmag-
netic conducting channel is interfaced or surrounded by a grounded magnetic shell that transmits electrons with
a particular spin direction preferentially, resulting in net polarization of the current flowing through the channel
parallel to the interface. It is argued that this method is more effective than spin-filter-like schemes where the
current flows perpendicular to the interface between a ferromagnetic metal to a non-magnetic conducting
material. Under certain conditions a spin-guide may generate an almost perfectly spin-polarized current, even
when the magnetic material used is not fully polarized. The spin guide is predicted to allow the transport of
spin polarization over long distances that may exceed significantly the spin-flip length in the channel. In
addition, it readily permits detection and control of the spin polarization of the current. The spin guide may be
employed for spin-flow manipulations in spintronic devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.125113 PACS number~s!: 72.25.Hg, 72.25.Mk, 73.40.Sx, 73.61.Ga
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a growing interest in spintro
devices,1–6 where the spin degree of freedom is utilized f
data manipulations, rather than just the electronic charg
in customary devices. This is due to the obvious advanta
of integrating a magnetic data storage device with an e
tronic readout, as well as due to the promising prospects
applications of spin-polarized currents in quantum comp
ing. The main technical requirements for the developmen
spintronic devices, pertain to~i! high-efficiency spin injec-
tion into a semiconductor and~ii ! long-distance propagatio
of the spin signal. Currently, some of the major issues c
cerning the fabrication of spintronic devices center on
generation of stationary spin-polarized currents in nonm
netic semiconductors.

Some of the methods for the generation of stationary s
polarization are based on spin injection through the interf
between a ferromagnetic metal to a nonmagnetic conduc
material; we will refer to this idea as the ‘‘spin-filter
scheme.7,8 In the diffusive transport regime, the spin-filte
scheme has been shown initially to be associated with a
small degree of spin polarization~of the order of a few
percent9–12!. There are two main reasons for th
inefficiency:13,14 ~i! the spin relaxation time is much smalle
in a ferromagnetic material than in a nonmagnetic one,
~ii ! the conductivity of the ferromagnetic metal injector
much higher than the conductivity of the semiconductors t
are usually used as nonmagnetic materials. In effect, the
equilibrium electrons that are injected from the ferromag
undergo a Brownian motion. Consequently, prior to reach
the detector~collector! these electrons return back into th
ferromagnet repeatedly~or they undergo a spin flip in the
semiconductor!. Because of the high frequency of spin-fl
processes the probability to lose the spin is high in the m
netic material. Furthermore, due to the aforementioned c
ductivity mismatch between the ferromagnetic and nonm
0163-1829/2003/68~12!/125113~12!/$20.00 68 1251
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netic materials, the electrons will spend most of the time
the ferromagnetic material, and this will increase the pro
ability to lose the excess spin orientation. Consequently,
spin polarization of the current in the semiconductor is e
pected to be extremely low.

There are a number of additional essential limitations
herent to the spin-filter scheme. First, the spin polarization
the injected current cannot exceed the spin polarization
the current in the magnetic material~serving as an injector!.
Second, the distance over which a significant degree of s
polarization may be maintained in a nonmagnetic mate
cannot exceed the diffusion spin-flip length in it. In additio
we note that it is practically impossible to vary the sp
polarization of the injected current, and additional metho
are required in order to detect and/or measure the degre
spin polarization~such as the use of a light-emitting diode15

or the oblique Hanle effect technique12!.
Recently, the spin-injection efficiency has be

markedly increased;16,17 indeed, by replacing the ferromag
netic metal by a dilute magnetic semiconductor~DMS!,
BexMnyZn12x2ySe, a record degree of polarization~up to
90%! has been achieved.16 This remarkable result originate
from specific properties of the DMS. In particular, because
the very large split of the spin subbands in a magnetic fie
these compounds may have a sufficiently high degree of
polarization. Consequently, if the Fermi level in the DM
appears below the bottom of one of the spin subbands,
spin polarization may reach 100%. However, the use o
DMS instead of a ferromagnetic metal, as well as a num
of other ways suggested recently,12,18–21address only one o
the above-mentioned limitations, i.e., they only attempt
enhance the spin polarization of the injected current.

In this paper we propose a method for generation a
transport of high spin-polarized currents. We term the p
posed method aspin-guidescheme. The spin guide is base
on a new interface configuration22 that allows one to allevi-
ate the aforementioned intrinsic limitations associated w
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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the spin-filter schemes. Under certain conditions a spin gu
may generate an almost perfect~100%! spin-polarized cur-
rent even when a magnet with a relatively low degree of s
polarization is used. Moreover, in the spin-guide scheme
spin polarization may be transmitted over large distances
exceed significantly the spin-flip length in nonmagnetic m
terials. Finally, spin guides allow easy detection and con
of the spin polarization and, as discussed below, they m
form the basis for creating fast spin-polarization switches

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the basic idea underlying the spin-guide scheme and dis
the equations governing the process. Results of our study
given in Sec. III, for both a fully polarized~Sec. III A! as
well as for a nonideal magnetic region~Sec. III B!; a detailed
derivation of the solutions and explicit expressions are gi
in the Appendix. In Sec. IV we introduce a spin-splitt
scheme and discuss the magnetoresistance effect and it
lization for detection of the current spin polarization in
spin-guide device. Further discussion of our results can
found in Sec. V, and a summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC IDEA AND APPROACH

A spin guide is a system consisting of a nonmagne
conducting channel~wire or strip! wrapped around by a
grounded magnetic shell~see Fig. 1!. Unlike the spin filter,
electric current flows here parallel the interface, instead
being normal to it. The main idea is that nonequilibriu
electrons with a particular spin polarization~e.g., polariza-
tion that coincides with the magnetization axis! leave the
nonmagnetic channel preferentially to the magnetic mate
The return of these electrons into the channel is prohib
because the outside magnetic shell boundaries are groun
Consequently, a permanent outflow of nonequilibrium el
trons with a definite spin polarization is obtained, and
excess of nonequilibrium electrons of the other spin po
ization appears in the channel.23 Note that the spin polariza
tion of the current in the channel is opposite to the s
polarization of the current flowing in the surrounding ma
netic shell, in contrast to the spin-filter geometry.

For the sake of specificity and simplicity, let us conside
flat configuration where the interface is a planar plate.
will also assume that the properties of the system rem
constant in they direction ~i.e., normal to the plane of Fig

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of the spin-guide scheme.w is the
width of the nonmagnetic channel~N!, and d is the distance be-
tween the grounded contacts of the magnetic shell~M!. The cross
hatched regions indicate a dielectric material.
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1!; the extensions to other geometries~e.g., a cylindrical
wire! are rather straightforward. We will consider the diffu
sive transport regime, where the diffusion step lengthsl ↑,↓
( l ↑,↓ are, respectively, the electron-impurity mean-free pa
for the spin-up and spin-down electrons! are significantly
shorter than any characteristic length of the spin guide
this paper the effects of electron-electron collisions
neglected—this isa fortiori valid at sufficiently low tem-
peratures~i.e., several degrees Kelvin!.

Let m↑,↓ denote the nonequilibrium parts of the electr
chemical potentials for the spin-up and spin-down electro
respectively. The electric current densitiesJ↑,↓ are related to
the electrochemical potentials via Ohm’s law

J↑,↓52
s↑,↓

e
¹m↑,↓ , ~1!

where s↑,↓ are the corresponding conductivities. The sp
transport, within the diffusive regime approximation, is d
scribed by the following equations~see Refs. 24, 25, and 13!

div~s↑,↓¹m↑,↓!5
P0e2

tsf
~m↑,↓2m↓,↑!,

~2!
P0

215P↓
211P↑

21,

whereP↑,↓ are the densities of states at the Fermi level
the up and down spins, andtsf is the spin-flip scattering time
The above equations hold under the assumption that the s
flip mean free pathsl ↑,↓

sf 5vF↑,↓tsf ~wherevF↑,↓ are the Fermi
velocities of the spin-up and spin-down electrons! exceed
significantly the diffusion step lengthsl ↑,↓ , i.e., l ↑,↓

sf @ l ↑,↓ ;
otherwise, the problem should be studied within the kine
equation approach. A typical length scale on which the eq
librium between the spin subsystems is establish
is the diffusive lengthl5(s0tsf /e

2P0)1/2, where s0
21

5s↑
211s↓

21.
Note that we can find the currents in the spin guide wi

out separation of the electrochemical potential into
chemical~h! and electrical~w! potential contributions, i.e.
m↑,↓5h↑,↓1ew. These potentials can be easy obtained fr
the solution form↑,↓ when the screening radius is muc
shorter than the size of the spin guide~which is the case in
reality!. Then, from the condition of electric neutrality
P↑h↑1P↓h↓50, we have

h↑,↓5P↓,↑~m↑,↓2m↓,↑!/P,

ew5~P↑m↑1P↓m↓!/P,

P5P↑1P↓ ,

The above equations should be supplemented by the imp
boundary conditions. Let thex axis be directed along the
channel and lie in its middle, and take thez axis to be per-
pendicular to the interfacial planes, with the origin of th
coordinate system located in the center of the entrance
the channel~see Fig. 1!. The grounding of the outside bound
aries is equivalent to the conditionm↑,↓50 ~on the bound-
aries!. Taking into account the condition of electric neutra
3-2
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ity, we obtain h↑,↓5w50. It would appear reasonable t
take the same potentials at the channel exit; here we note
an excess of the potential at the exit over the groun
boundaries is equivalent to an inefficient dissipation of
ergy into the ground.

Let an unpolarized currentI be driven through the channe
entrance. As shown in the Appendix, the most import
characteristics of sufficiently long spin guides are insensi
to the type of boundary conditions that are imposed at
ends of the spin guide~in particular, on the magnetic shel
e.g., grounding or absence of current!. Let the spin-up and
spin-down current densities~per unit length in they direc-
tion! at the channel entrance be expressed asJ↑,↓
52e21 sN ]m↑,↓ /]x5I /(2w). We also assume that th
conductivity in the nonmagnetic channelsN is spin indepen-
dent and that the conductivity in each region is constant

For the spin-guide model described above, the diffus
equation~2! can be solved through a separation of variab
for the functions m1 and m2 defined asm15(s↑m↑
1s↓m↓)/(s↑1s↓) and m25m↑2m↓ . We will seek solu-
tions for the functionsm6 expressed as products of two fun
tions, one depending on thex variable and the other depend
ing on the z coordinate~and on the discrete indices6!.
Owing to the symmetry of the system and the boundary c
ditions atz56d/2, we obtain the following special solution
of Eqs.~2!:

m65e2kxf 6~z!, ~3!

where the functionsf 6 are given by

f 15H A coskz, uzu,w/2

B sink~d/22z!, uzu.w/2,
,

f 25H C coskNz, uzu,w/2

D sinkM~d/22z!, uzu.w/2
, ~4!

and

kM ,N5Ak22lM ,N
22 ,

wherelM ,N is the diffusion length in the magnetic~M! and
nonmagnetic~N! regions, respectively. Matching the fun
tions m↑,↓ and the currents ~i.e., the derivatives
s↑,↓]m↑,↓ /]z) at z56w/2, we obtain Eqs.~A7! for the co-
efficientsA, B, C, and D. Equating the determinant of thi
system of equations to zero, we get Eq.~A9!, whose solution
allows us to determine the possible values of the damp
factork. The complete solution that satisfies all the bound
conditions may be written as a superposition of the functi
given in Eq.~3! @see the Appendix, Eq.~A3!#. It is shown in
the Appendix that for a long enough spin guide (L@kmin

21 ,
where L is the spin-guide length andkmin is the smallest
allowed positive value of the damping factork!, the solution
reduces to a much simpler form at distancesx@kmin

21 from the
entrance to the channel. In this case, up to exponent
small values, we may keep only two terms in the sum giv
in Eq. ~A3! with k56kmin @see Eq.~A12!#. If we consider
the region that is also far away from the exit (L2x.kmin

21 ),
the main contribution to the solution is given by the term th
12511
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decreases exponentially with thex coordinate, i.e.,m↑,↓
}exp(2kminx). The physical meaning ofkmin

21 is quite obvi-
ous: it is the distance in thex direction that an electron will
traverse diffusively before it will reach the grounded conta
It is worth noting that the degree of spin polarization of t
current in this case (x@kmin

21 ) does not depend on thex coor-
dinate and on the type of the boundary conditions@see Ap-
pendix, Eq.~A13!#.

Let us consider next another type of solution that is va
for distances from the entrance where spin-flip proces
have not yet occurred. In the absence of spin flip Eqs.~2! for
m↑ andm↓ become independent and a separation of variab
can be accomplished separately for each potential. Thus
have

m↑,↓5e↑,↓
2kxf ↑,↓ , ~5a!

with

f ↑,↓5A↑,↓ cos~k↑,↓z! at uzu,w/2,

f ↑,↓5B↑,↓ sin@k↑,↓~d/22z!# at uzu.w/2. ~5b!

From the matching conditions atz56w/2 the following
transcendental equations are obtained for the damping
tors k↑,↓ :

tan~k↑,↓w/2!tan@k↑,↓~d2w!/2#5sM↑,↓ /sN . ~6!

To illustrate the behavior of the current in the channel
computed thex dependencies of the currentsI ↑,↓ using the
exact solution@see Eq.~A3!# for a given constant curren
density in the channel entrance, and form↑,↓50 at the chan-
nel exit. The results of these calculations are displayed
Fig. 2 ~curves labeled 1 and 2!. We present also the contri
bution of the special solution withk>kmin50.0129
3106 cm21 ~curve 3! to the currentI ↑ , and the contribution
of the special solution withk>k150.01873106 cm21

FIG. 2. Dependence of the spin-up and spin-down currentsI ↑↓
~in units of I 0 , whereI 0 is the total current at the channel entranc!
on the coordinate along the spin guide~x normalized by the channe
width d!: the curves labeled 1 and 2 are calculated from the ex
solution given by Eq.~A10! for I ↑,↓ , respectively. Curve 3 is the
contribution to the currentI ↑ from only the first term~the main
contribution! of the sum in Eq.~A10! with k05kmin , and curve 4 is
the contribution to the currentI ↓ from only the second term~the
main contribution! of the sum in Eq.~A10! with k1 . In the calcu-
lations we usedsM↑ /sM↓50.3, sM↓ /sN51.8, w/d50.5, L
510d, w/lN50.166, (d2w)/(2lM)50.25.
3-3
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.kmin @where k1 is the next solution of Eq.~A9!# to the
current I ↓ ~curve 4!. For certain values of the diffusion
lengths,lN,M , which are large enough compared tow and
(d2w)/2, we obtainkmin>k↑ andk1>k↓ , wherek↑ andk↓
are the smallest allowed positive values of the solutions
Eq. ~6!. It is evident from Fig. 2 that in the regionx>d/2 the
currentsI ↑,↓ are well described by the approximate depe
dencies that follow from Eq.~5!; see the next section and th
Appendix for details of the domain of applicability of th
type of solution given in Eq.~5a!. In the next section we us
the above solutions@Eqs.~3!–~6!# in the analysis of severa
limiting situations for different spin-guide parameters.

III. RESULTS

A. A fully polarized magnetic region

A most effective implementation of the spin guide i
volves the use of a DMS with a very large Zeeman splitt
as the magnetic environment, so that the electrons in
magnetic material are fully spin polarized. Clearly, spin-fl
process in the magnetic region are precluded in this case
definiteness, let us assume that only spin-down electrons
cross the magnetic shell, i.e.,sM↑50.

We consider the case when the spin polarization of
current in the channel is high enough, i.e., the width of
nonmagnetic channelw is less than the spin-flip lengthlN .
This situation is quite real; in particular, we note that sin
the spin-flip process is of relativistic origins it is characte
ized by a large spin-flip length in nonmagnetic semicond
tors, i.e., up to 100mm.26,27 For sufficiently short distance
from the entrance, so that no spin-flip processes have
curred, the currentI ↑ will be conserved inside the chann
~that is, it does not depend onx!. On the other hand, the
current of electrons with the opposite spin direction,I ↓ , will
decrease exponentially with distance from the entrance
the channel, i.e.,I ↓}exp(2k↓x).

According to Eq.~6! we havek↑50 ~sincesM↑50), and
k↓ will depend on the ratiosM↓ /sN . Accordingly, forsM↓
5sN the damping factork↓5p/d. If the conductivity of the
magnetic shell is much higher than that of the nonmagn
channel, i.e., whensM↓@sN , the damping factor takes th
valuek↓5min$p/w,p/(d2w)%. Consequently, the spin pola
ization of the current tends exponentially to unity with i
creasingx, that is,

a5
I ↑2I ↓
I ↑1I ↓

'12ae2k↓x. ~7!

Here, we should note@see also the Appendix, Eq.~A15! and
the discussion therein# that to calculate the preexponenti
coefficienta in Eq. ~7! we have to state the boundary cond
tions at the entrance and exit of the spin guide. Thus, Eq.~7!
yields only the exponential approach to the ideal spin po
ization as we move away from the channel entrance. I
obvious, however, that if we introduce an unpolarized c
rent into the spin guide, thena'1: I ↑(x)5I 0/2 and I ↓(x)
'(I 0/2)exp(2k↓x). For example, as shown in Fig. 2, atx
>d/2 we haveI ↓(x)50.8(I 0/2)exp(2k1x), k1>k↓ .
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We turn now to an analysis of the role of spin-flip pr
cesses in the nonmagnetic channel. We will be interes
mostly in the case of comparatively rare spin-flip scatter
processeslNk↓@1, when a high level of the current spi
polarization can be achieved. The inequalitykmind!1 fol-
lows from the previous inequality~if sN /sM↓,1, then both
are equivalent!, and we can replace all tangents in Eq.~A9!
by their arguments and also neglect the te
2sN /sMt tan(tN8 )tan(tM8 ) as compared to unity. Consequent
taking into account thatsM↑50 and sMt5sM↓[sM , we
obtain from Eq.~A9!

kmin
21>&lN . ~8!

Using Eqs.~3!, ~4!, ~A1!, and~A13!, we obtain to the same
accuracy

m↑,↓5 f ↑,↓e2x/2AlN,

f ↑>const>A, f ↓>
Aw

16lN
2 Fw12

sN

sM
~d2w!24

z2

w G
at uzu,

w

2
, ~9!

f ↓>
Aw

8lN
2

sN

sM
Fd2w22S z2

w

2 D G at uzu.
w

2
,

12a5
w

12lN
2 Fw1~3d22w!

sN

sM
G .

Thus, the exponential decrease of 12a @recall Eq. ~7!# is
bounded below by the value given in Eq.~9!. Consequently,
the spin polarization remains constant and sufficiently h
for all distances away from the entrance. Both the spin
and spin-down currentsI ↑,↓ decay exponentially with the
same damping factork. The total current will decay as th
spin-up electrons succeed in leaving the nonmagnetic ch
nel due to spin-flip processes.

B. A nonideal magnetic region

In this section, we discuss the situation when the magn
shell that interfaces with the conducting nonmagnetic ch
nel is not fully polarized—in this case both spin-up and sp
down currents flow through the shell and spin-flip proces
are possible. The coefficient of selective transparency of
magnetic shell is determined by the relation

g5
sM↑
sM↓

,1. ~10!

This parameter determines the upper bound value of the
polarization a5(12g)/(11g) in the spin-filter scheme
For simplicity, we will neglect in the following spin-flip pro-
cesses in the nonmagnetic channel.

We consider first the case where we may neglect the s
flip processes in the magnetic shell near the entrance to
spin guide. Then, according to Eq.~5!, the spin polarization
of the current in the channel will tend exponentially to uni
3-4
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a'12ae2~k↓2k↑!x. ~11!

Moreover, from Eqs.~10! and~6! we havek↓.k↑ . As shown
in the preceding section, forsM↑>sN we obtaink↓

21<d,
and for sM↑!sN the spin-up current decays on a leng
scale that is large compared tod, that is @to obtain the fol-
lowing formula we replace all tangents in Eq.~6! by their
arguments, i.e.,k↑w/2 andk↑(d2w)/2],

k↑>2A sM↑
sNw~d2w!

for k↑d!1. ~12!

We consider now the role of spin-flip processes in
magnetic shell. As discussed above, the exponential decr
of the currentsI ↑,↓ ~as a function of the distance away fro
the channel entrance! that occurs with the correspondin
damping factorsk↑,↓ , will be changed due to the spin-fli
processes in such a way that both the up- and down-
components of the current will decrease with the same da
ing factork. Assuming that the diffusion of the electrons
the grounded boundaries occurs with a faster rate than
spin-flip processes, i.e., that the conditionlM@d2w is ful-
filled, we obtain~to a first approximation! that the damping
factor k is the same ask↑ determined from Eq.~6!. In other
words, k5k↑ , where k↑ is determined from Eq.~12! if
sM↑!sN , andk↑'d21 if sM↑ is greater than or of the orde
of sN . The reason is that the overall damping rate is g
erned by the spin component that takes more time to re
the grounded boundaries. To calculate the spin polariza
of the current far away from the distance from the entra
of the spin guide we have to find the higher-order correct
to k. To this aim we expand Eq.~A9! in a series with the
small parameterd(d2w) ~where we defined[k2kM , in
order to focus on the contribution of spin-flip processes! and
keep terms up to~and including! the second-order term. Sub
stituting this expansion ofk into Eq. ~A13! @note that if we
use instead the first approximationk5k↑ in Eq. ~A13!, we
obtain, obviously,a51], yields

12a>
g

~12g2!~klM !2 S k~d2w!

sin@k~d2w!#
21D . ~13!

In conjunction with Eq.~6! for k5k↑ , Eq. ~13! determines a
high degree of the spin polarization, i.e.,

12a'g~d2w!2/lM
2 ~12g2!!1. ~14!

We note that this inequality may be violated ifg @see Eq.
~10!# is too close to unity, because in this case the cond
tivities in the magnetic material of the spin-up and sp
down electrons approach each other, and the magnetic m
rial does not act as a ‘‘spin separator.’’ Finally, the potenti
m6 can be found directly from Eqs.~4!, ~A8!, ~A14!,
and ~13!.

In Fig. 3 the curve labeled 1 depicts thex dependence o
the spin-polarization level, calculated from the exact expr
sion @see Eq.~A11!# with sM↑ /sM↓50.3, sM↓ /sN51.8,
w/d50.5, L510d, w/lN50.166, and (d2w)/2lM50.25.
The curve labeled 2 is calculated in the approximation t
was used for obtaining Eqs.~11! and~13! and the subsequen
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asymptotic expressions; we keep only the first and sec
terms of the sum@see Eq.~A3!#, and the coefficientsc08 and
c18 @see Eq.~A6!# are chosen in such a way that the curren
unpolarized at the entrance. Before reaching the satura
value curve 2 corresponds to Eq.~11! with a'1; if spin-flip
processes are rare, then the dominant contribution toI ↑ ~be-
fore saturation! is from the exponential term withkmin5k0
>k↑ , and the dominant contribution toI ↓ is from the expo-
nential withk1>k↓ . The curve labeled 2 achieves the sa
ration value when the contribution of the term withk0 be-
comes dominant for bothI ↑ and I ↓ . Thus, Fig. 3
demonstrates the validity of our asymptotic approach~even
near the entrance to the spin guide! and supports the physica
picture when the spin-polarization level reaches expon
tially the constant value determined by the spin-fl
processes.

From the above considerations we conclude that in
spin-guide scheme the spin polarization of the current m
be propagated over arbitrarily long distances, in contras
the spin-filter scheme where the transport length scale i
the order of the diffusion spin-flip lengthl. There are addi-
tional essential differences between the two schemes. Un
the spin-filter scheme, the spin polarization~a! in the spin
guide does not depend on the conductivity ratiosM↑ /sN .
Moreover, as may be seen from Eqs.~11! and~13! the degree
of spin polarization in the nonmagnetic channel can exc
significantly the degree of spin polarization in the magne
material.

In the caselM@d2w, a significant high degree of spi
polarization may be achieved when the conditiong(d2w)
!lM is fulfilled. Let us neglect in Eq.~A9! the term
(2sN /sMt)tan(tN)tan(tM) compared to unity@as seen from
Eq. ~A13! this approximation is equivalent to the stateme
that the spin-polarization is indeed sufficiently high#. As a
result we obtain the following equation fork:

k tan~ tN!tan~ tM8 !5kM

sM↑
sN

. ~15a!

FIG. 3. The dependence of the degree of spin polarization of
current~a! on the coordinate along the spin guide~x normalized by
the length of the spin guideL!. The curve labeled 1 is calculate
form the exact solution given in Eq.~A11! with the same spin guide
parameters as in Fig. 2. Curve 2 is calculated using an approxim
solution to Eq.~A11!; see text.
3-5
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At lM!d2w this equation transforms into

klM tan~ tN!5
sM↑
sN

, ~15b!

and if k(d2w)!1 we have from Eq.~15b!

k>A 2sM↑
sNwlM

. ~15c!

Combining Eqs.~15a! and ~A13! yields

12a52g
tan@k~d2w!/2#

klM
. ~16!

It follows from Eq. ~16! that the spin-polarization level i
indeed high enough: that is, 12a is of the order ofg(d
2w)/lM @except whenk'p/(d2w)]. If the magnetic shell
is too thick, i.e., wheng(d2w)/lM@1, the spin polarization
of the current is low.

As mentioned earlier, to increase the spin polarization
should decrease the width of the magnetic region. To
end, the ballistic regime whend2w!( l M↑ ,l ↑,↓

sf ) is most fa-
vorable. A calculation that goes beyond the framework of
diffusion approach yields in the ballistic limit the followin
result:

12a'g
l M↓~d2w!

lM
ln

1

~d2w!~ l M↓lM
221 l M↓

21!
. ~17!

Here the ratio of the lengths in the coefficient in front of t
logarithm is the probability of a spin flip to occur when a
electron crosses the magnetic shell@cf. Eq. ~16!#. The loga-
rithmic factor in this formula reflects an enhancement of
spin-flip probability for electrons grazing along a magne
layer.

Analyzing the most favorable combinations of the sp
guide parameters, we note the following:~i! a high conduc-
tivity of the magnetic shell does not reduce the high deg
of the spin polarization of the current, and~ii ! decreasing the
thickness of the magnetic shell increases the polarizat
These statements are valid at a distance from the entr
where the constant~saturated! value of the spin polarization
is attained@i.e., where the potentials are described by E
~A12!#. Note however, that, as can be seen from Eqs.~6! and
~11!, this distance increases with increasing conductivity
the magnetic shell and/or when its thickness is reduced.
deed, ifsM↑,↓@sN and w.d2w, we obtain from Eq.~6!
for the smallest allowed valuesk↑,↓

k↑,↓w'p22
sN

sM↑,↓
tanS p~d2w!

2w D . ~18!

In other words, the differencek↓2k↑ is very small. In Sec. V
below, we propose certain ways for increasing the rela
magnetic shell resistance that serve to reduce the spin-g
length over which the spin polarization of the current is c
ated and that consequently reduce the loss of total curre
the channel.
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IV. SPECIFIC EFFECTS AND POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL
REALIZATIONS

In this section we consider some possible experime
schemes aiming at a realization of the proposed trans
phenomena and at direct observation of the spin polariza
of the current flowing in a spin guide.

A. Spin splitter

We begin with a discussion of a scheme alternative to t
discussed above, for obtaining the spin-guide effect on
polarization of the electric current. This alternative schem
based on a spin-splitter effect that can be realized in a ge
etry of two semiconductor channels separated by a magn
interlayer~see Fig. 4!.

Let a nonpolarized current enter into the nonmagne
~semiconductor! channel 1. In the case of a fully polarize
magnetic interlayer a fully polarized current will appear
the semiconductor channel 2 due to the spin-filter effect,
ua2u51 ~in the schematic shown in Fig. 4 we have assum
that the magnetic interlayer transmits selectively spin-do
electrons!. At the same time, a polarizationa1 will appear in
the first channel due to the spin-guide effect, and its mag
tude will depend on the relative width of the channels. If t
thickness of the magnetic interlayerdM is taken to be less
than the widths of the nonmagnetic channels,w1 and w2 ,
and forL@w1 ,w2 ~whereL is the channel length!, we obtain

a15
w2

w212w1
. ~19!

This formula follows from the simple fact that equal curre
densities for the particular spin component are establishe
a length scale that exceeds the current penetration length
the second channel~of the order of w2 when sN /w2
<sM /dM).

The polarization of the currents in channels 1 and 2
opposite to each other, and the total current in the two ch
nels is unpolarized. In Fig. 4 the current in channel 2
polarized in the spin-down direction, the current in channe
is preferentially polarized in the spin-up direction. It is
interest to note that if channel 2 is sufficiently wide such th
w1!w2 , the polarized currents will be equally divided b
tween the channels, i.e., a fully polarized currentI ↑5I 0/2
will appear in channel 1 with an equal current but with o
posite polarization flowing in channel 2. In the derivation

FIG. 4. The spin-splitter scheme. The nonmagnetic~N! channels
1 and 2 are of widthsw1 and w2 , respectively. The width of the
magnetic~M! interlayer isdM , and the cross-hatched regions ind
cate a dielectric material.
3-6
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Eq. ~19! we have assumed that the potential applied at
exit of channel 2 is the same as that applied at the exi
channel 1~the latter is determined in our model by the val
of the currentI 0). Varying the potential at the exit of chann
2, one can control the current polarization in the channe

In case that the magnetic interlayer is not fully polarize
but the conductivity ratiog!1, the spin polarization deter
mined by Eq.~19! is maintained for distancesL,R, where
R5min$(rwsN /sM↑)1/2,lN% and r 5min$dM ,lM ,lM↑%; note
that the estimateR, reflects the dependence of the sp
depolarization on the spin-flip processes and on the tra
verse transport out of channel 1 of both spin directions~in
proportion to the conductivity ratio!. Here we take into ac-
count the possibility that the propagation of the electrons
the magnetic interlayer is either diffusive or ballistic. If th
magnetic interlayer is wider than the nonmagnetic chann
i.e., dM.w1 ,w2 , then the Sharvin resistances28 of the exit
constrictions of the system should be used in the express
for a1,2.

The above considerations lead us to suggest the crea
of a fast switch of the spin polarized current, achieved
combining the spin-splitter scheme with electrostatic gati
In the spin-splitter scheme shown in Fig. 4 the current at
exit of the first channel is spin polarized preferentially in t
up direction@see Eq.~19!# and the polarization in the secon
channel is in the opposite direction. Blocking the exit of t
second channel by an electrostatic gate and at the same
allowing transport of electrons through the channel to the
results in currents of opposite spin polarizations flowing
opposite directions. If we reverse the roles of channels 1
2 in the above description the sense of the polarization
the twox directions will be reversed. Consequently, switc
ing can be achieved by alternating between these two po
bilities. Note that this switching may be operated at a f
rate, since it involves electrostatic gating, and it does
require switching the magnetization of the magnetic ma
rial. On the other hand, in the spin-filter scheme fast swit
ing of the spin polarization of the current cannot be achie
even under the best conditions, i.e., when using DMS st
tures. This is because of the required applied high magn
fields and the comparatively long relaxation times of t
atomic magnetic moments.

Finally we remark on another hybrid device that combin
the spin guide with a spin-filter-like scheme. This device
obtained if current is allowed to be emitted from the exit~x
direction! of the magnetic shell in addition to the curre
emitted by the nonmagnetic channel of a spin guide~see Fig.
1!. In this case currents of opposite polarizations will
emitted from the device.

B. Giant magnetoresistance and methods of detection of the
current spin polarization

In this section we discuss certain physical effects t
could be utilized for the detection of the spin polarization
the current. A spin guide consisting of a DMS magnetic sh
should exhibit a giant magnetoresistance effect. The effe
associated with the decrease of the conductance in the
magnetic channel~to an essentially vanishing value! upon
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switching-off of the magnetizing field. That is, in the absen
of a magnetic field electrons with both spin directions lea
the channel through the DMS shell, resulting in a decrea
and eventual vanishing, of the current in the channel. T
reverse occurs when the magnetizing field is switched
i.e., a current appears in the channel, since under this co
tion only electrons with one of the spin directions~e.g., spin
down! leave the channel, while electrons with the other s
direction remain in the channel and contribute to the curre
Switching-off of the magnetic field leads to an increase
the damping factor of the current from the valuekmin @in the
case of an ideal magnetic material shellkmin'(lN&)21; see
Eqs. ~8!# up to kUM which depends on the ratio of the con
ductivities of the unmagnetized DMS shell,sUM , and that of
the nonmagnetic channelsN . The damping factorkUM can
be determined~following Eq. ~A9!! by the equation

tan~kUMw/2!tan@kUM~d2w!/2!] 5sUM /sN . ~20!

In the case whensUM'sN , we havekUM'p/d. For the
spin-guide parameters indicated in Fig. 2 the current chan
at the exit of the spin guide by more than 4 orders of m
nitude upon on-off switching of the external magnetic fie
This remarkable effect is caused by the fact that the dis
pearance of all of the nonequilibrium electrons at t
grounded boundaries is faster then the rate of their arriva
the channel exit. This effect may result in a significa
change in the resistance of the device with magnetizing fi
even larger then the giant magnetoresistance effect meas
in the spin-filter scheme.17,29

If a ferromagnetic material is used to interface with t
nonmagnetic channel~instead of a DMS! a giant magnetore-
sistance effect may also be observed when the applied m
netic field switches the magnetization direction in the ma
netic layers@above and below the nonmagnetic channel~see
Fig. 1!# such that they transform from being parallel to ea
other to having opposite magnetization directions. If the u
per and lower magnetic layers have thesamemagnetization
direction then there is a current at the channel exit, si
electrons with one of the spin directions leave the chan
preferentially through the magnetic material that interfac
with it. However, if the magnetization direction of the upp
and the lower layers are opposite to each other, then
current in the channel will essentially vanish, since both
and down electrons will leave the channel. Therefore,
changing the applied magnetic field we may change the
sistance of the device; we note that the field may be app
in different directions to the upper and lower layers.

Note that the aforementioned magnetoresistance eff
are related to the spin polarization of the current in the n
magnetic channel and they permit detection of the spin
larization of the current in it. An alternative way, based
the spin-guide scheme, to detect the spin polarization ma
realized by blocking a nonmagnetic channel far from t
entry and exit by an electrostatic gate, as shown schem
cally in Fig. 5. The most significant changes in the resista
may be observed in a spin guide with a fully polarized ma
netic shell under blocking conditions of the nonmagne
channel. If the channel is electrostatically blocked, then
3-7
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finite conduction of the spin guide is due to the spin-do
electrons that circumvent the blocked part of the channe
passing through the magnetized shell. As a result the
increase of the total resistance of the device is proportiona
(12a)22, wherea is the degree of spin polarization of th
current in the nonmagnetic unblocked channel; we recall
(12a)/2 is the fraction of current due to spin-dow
electrons.

V. DISCUSSION

The main operational principle of a spin guide is the
moval of one of the spin components of the current from
channel due to the selective transparency~with respect to the
spin direction! of a magnetic shell. The spin polarization
the current increases with distance from the channel entra
until spin-flip processes become effective. Thus, in cont
to the spin-filter scheme, the spin polarization in a spin-gu
can exceed significantly the spin polarization of the curr
in the magnetic material that surrounds the nonmagn
channel. In general, a spin guide may generate an alm
fully ~100%! spin-polarized current even if the magnetic m
terial that is used is not fully polarized. Even a small diffe
ence between the spin-up and spin-down conductivities
the magnetic material (sM↑ /sM↓,1 in our case! would lead
to a depletion of current states in the nonmagnetic chan
with spin-down electrons~in our example! being affected
over shorter distances from the channel entrance than
spin-up electrons. In this case, the spin polarization will
determined by the difference of the quantities in the ex
nent of Eq.~11!; consequently, the spin polarization of th
current will tend to approach the limiting value~i.e., 100%!
further into the channel.

At this stage, certain issues pertaining to the operation
the proposed spin-guide scheme warrant comment. We b
by noting that though the spin polarization is expected
remain high even when a nonideal magnetic material is u
the total current in the channel will decrease with increas
channel length@see Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and ~5a!#. The total trans-
verse resistance of the spin-guide device~see Fig. 1!, related
to the loss of electrons that dissipate to the ground thro
the magnetic shell, consists of the transverse resistance o
nonmagnetic channel and the resistance of the magn
shell. The losses of the electric current are most signific

FIG. 5. Schematic description of the experiment with an el
trostatic blocking of the nonmagnetic channel in a spin guide.G is
an electrostatic blocking gate,dM andw are the widths of the mag
netic ~M! and nonmagnetic~N! materials, and the crossed-hatch
regions indicate a dielectric material.
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when the electric resistance associated with the transv
nonmagnetic channel resistance,RN}w/sN , exceeds greatly
the resistance due to the passage of electrons to the gr
through the magnetic shell,RM↑,↓}(d2w)/sM↑,↓ . As fol-
lows from Eqs.~11! and ~18!, the length scale on which a
high constant spin polarization of the current is establish
@of the order ofdRNg(12g)RM↓ ~at d2w!w)#, is of the
order of (k↓2k↑)21.

At the same time, the total current decays on a dista
scale of the order ofd. Methods for reduction of the curren
losses may include~i! reduction of the channel width nea
the entrance aiming at reducing the channel resistanceRN
there~a point-contact-like entrance!; ~ii ! the use of a porous
magnetic shell consisting of narrow magnetic wires~con-
necting the nonmagnetic channel to the ground! instead of a
continuous shell, thus increasing the resistance of the m
netic shellRM ~in inverse relationship to the cross-section
area of the wires!; ~iii ! the employment of different nonmag
netic materials in the construction of a spin guide—one m
terial with conductivity of the order of the conductivity o
the magnetic shell near the entrance that operates as a
larization device’’~see discussion toward at the end of Se
III !, and afterwards a second material with a lower cond
tivity that operates as the ‘‘transportation channel.’’~Addi-
tionally, one may use different magnetic materials—one w
a low conductivity near the entrance that works as a ‘‘pol
ization device’’ and a second one with a higher conductiv
that works as a ‘‘polarization-supported device.’’! Finally, if
we insert a potential barrier between the nonmagnetic ch
nel and the magnetic shell, it adds additional resistance,Rb ,
to RM , which serves to reduce the current loss at the stag
formation of the high-level spin polarization. Increasing t
resistance for electron transport through the magnetic s
and the barrier over the resistanceRN results in conditions
where the current decay length„kmin'w21@RN /(RM1Rb)#

1/2
…

may exceed the total width of the deviced @see Eq.~12! and
Fig. 1#. However, we note that decreasingk↓ leads to degra-
dation of the spin polarization due to spin-flip scattering
the channel; according to Eq.~9! 12a is of the order of
(k↓lN)22.

The polarizing ability of a spin guide is limited only b
the spin-flip processes. Here we should note that the rol
spin-flip processes both in the nonmagnetic channel an
the magnetic region of the spin guide differs in an essen
way from the role of spin-flip processes in a spin filter. Fir
let us consider spin-flip processes in the nonmagnetic se
conductor only. In contrast to the spin-filter scheme, wh
the spin flip limits the spin polarization in the spin guide,
can not destroy it fully; the interfacing magnetic shell w
maintain at all times a certain degree of nonequilibrium
the distribution of spin-up and spin-down electrons. Mo
over, the spin polarization remains constant and high enou
as follows from Eq.~9!, over an arbitrarily large distanc
from the entrance.

Next we consider the role of spin flip in the magne
shell of a spin guide. Generally speaking, the exit of el
trons with a spin ‘‘parallel’’ to that in the magnetic regio
~spin down in our case! from the nonmagnetic channel int
the magnetic surroundings~as a result of their Brownian mo

-

3-8
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tion! is a process that contributes to the ability to achie
spin polarization of the current. It is obvious that spin-fl
scattering of these electrons will not reduce the spin po
ization in the nonmagnetic channel~note that if such a spin
flipped electron returns into the nonmagnetic channel, it
tually increases the spin polarization in the channel since
in the spin-up direction!. However, the spin polarization wil
be reduced due to the exit of spin-up electrons from
channel. They could change the spin polarization due to s
flip scattering in the magnetic region, and subsequently t
could return back to the nonmagnetic channel. The spin-
probability could be decreased by reducing the width of
magnetic region; this method of bringing about a decreas
the spin-flip probability cannot be used for the spin-filt
scheme. In fact, in the spin-filter scheme, if the width of t
magnetic region is less thanlM , the sources of nonequilib
rium spin concentration at the entrance and the exit of
current in the magnetic region will mutually cancel ea
other and the polarizing ability of the magnetic filter w
decrease significantly, as is indeed observ
experimentally.16,17Furthermore, the high conductivity of th
magnetic material in the spin-guide scheme does not incr
the spin-flip probability because it speeds up the transpo
electrons to the grounded contact. Unlike the spin-fil
scheme, the spin polarization in the spin guide,a, does not
depend on the ratiosM↑ /sN↑ . We recall that the large ratio
sM↑ /sN↑ , characteristic of the spin-filter ‘‘ferromagneti
metal–semiconductor’’ interface,9–12 is one of the main rea
sons for the low degree of spin polarization in this schem13

If the spin guide is used with tunnel barriers between
nonmagnetic channel and the magnetic shell and with
additional applied voltage to the tunnel barrier, then the b
riers act as additional filters. Those electrons that crossed
barriers and underwent an inelastic scattering in the magn
shell are not capable of returning back into the nonmagn
channel. Consequently, the spin-flip processes in the m
netic region will affect the spin polarization of the current
the channel to a lesser extent.

Thus, there is a physical difference in the role of spin-fl
processes between the two schemes. Spin-flip scatterin
the magnetic shell of the spin guide leads mainly to a red
tion of the total current, while the spin polarization ma
change only by a small amount. The reverse situation oc
in the spin-filter scheme, i.e., the spin-flip processes main
a constant total current but cause a significant reductio
the spin polarization, as discussed in Sec. I.

As evident from the above, the spin polarization of t
current in a spin guide depends in an important way both
the device length and on the widths of the channel and
magnetic shell. Hence, by varying these parameters it sh
be possible to readily change and control the degree of
polarization of the current at the channel exit. In the follo
ing we provide some quantitative estimates concerning
degree of spin polarization that may be achieved in the s
guide scheme.

Among the most promising candidates for the magne
shell material in a spin guide are II-VI-DMS compoun
~such as a BexMnyZn12x2ySe) or half-metals where one o
the spin subbands can be fully pinned. Assuming a nonm
12511
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netic channel withlN51.5mm ~a case that is far from being
optimal!, w50.3mm andd50.4mm, we obtain according
to Eq.~9! a full spin polarization of the current in the chann
(a5100%, within a 1% accuracy!, for an arbitrary distance
from the entrance; the current amplitude will decay withlN ,
according to Eq.~8!. Even when employing not fully polar
ized DMS compounds as the magnetic region, a high s
polarization may be achieved. For example, taki
Zn0.97Be0.03Se as a nonmagnetic semiconductor channel
terial, interfaced with a 45% polarized Zn0.89Be0.05Mn0.06Se
as a DMS shell with a spin-flip lengthl'20 nm yields ac-
cording to Eqs.~13! and ~16! a 95% spin polarization for a
width of the magnetic shelld2w<10 nm; for d2w
'50 nm we obtain a spin polarizationa'17%.

Finally, a very high degree of spin polarization of th
current may be achieved even if a ferromagnetic metal s
~e.g., Ni, Fe, or Py! is used in the spin guide. Here on
should employ thin ferromagnetic films with a thickness th
is less than the diffusion spin-flip lengthlM ; this is feasible
even whenlM is about several tens of nanometers. Th
when the ballistic regime is reached in the magnetic regi
e.g., lM'20 nm,30,31 with g'0.6, d2w'8 nm, andlN
'1.5mm, one obtains from Eq.~17! a'100%, within the
accuracy of the model. For a rather thick film, such that
diffusion regime is reached, withd560 nm, w50.7d, lM
520 nm, we obtain from Eq.~13! a'97%.

From the above we conclude that the spin-guide sche
will work most effectively if both the widths of the nonmag
netic channel and the magnetic shell are taken to be m
smaller than the corresponding spin-flip length. In view
realistic spin-flip length scales, we suggest that nanos
structures would be most appropriate for fabrication of sp
guide devices, for example, through the use of nanowires
layers of nanowidth dimensions.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper a spin guide has been proposed as a so
and a long-distance transmission medium of electric curre
with a high degree of spin polarization. As discussed abo
the proposed spin-guide scheme may enhance significa
the capabilities for generation and manipulation of sp
polarized currents. The main features of the spin-gu
scheme that make it a most promising tool for creation a
transport of spin-polarized currents in nonmagnetic semic
ductors, may be summarized as follows.

~i! In a spin guide, a permanent withdrawal of electrons
one spin direction leads to a nonequilibrium distribution w
a relatively increased fraction of electrons with the other s
direction. This allows us to achieve a high degree of s
polarization of the current that may exceed considerably
degree of polarization in the magnetic shell.

~ii ! The propagation length of the spin-polarized curre
in the nonmagnetic channel of a spin guide may exceed
nificantly the spin-flip length in the material.

~iii ! Spin-flip processes in the magnetic shell restrict
peak value of the spin polarization of the current in a s
guide to a much lesser degree than in the spin-filter sche

~iv! Through the use of the spin-splitter scheme@or by
3-9
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R. N. GURZHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 125113 ~2003!
combining the spin-guide and spin-filter schemes~see Sec.
IV A !# with electrostatic gates at the exits, it may be possi
to control the spin polarization of the current and to achie
fast switching action, without magnetization reversal of t
magnetic shell.

~v! A very large magnetoresistance effect is predicted
occur~see Sec. IV B!, which should allow direct detection o
the spin polarization of the current flowing through t
device.
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APPENDIX: EXACT SOLUTION OF EQ. „2…
AND APPROXIMATIONS

Let us introduce the functionsf ↑,↓(m↑,↓5 f ↑,↓e2kx),
which are related to the functionsf 6 @see Eq.~3!# as

f s5 f 11s
s2s

s t
f 2 ,s t5(

s
ss . ~A1!

Here and below we will use the indicess561 to designate
spin-up~↑! and spin-down~↓! components. According to Eq
~2! the functionsf s have to satisfy the following equations

d

dz S ss

d

dz
f sD5

P0e2

ts f
~ f s2 f 2s!2k2ssf s . ~A2!

It is easily seen that if we rewrite the equations for the fu
tions f s(ss)

1/2 using the matching conditions for the fun
tions f s and (d/dz)ss f s at uzu5w/2, we obtain an equation
for the eigenfunctions of a self-adjoint operator with the
genvaluesk2. Consequently a full set of the solution
f sn(ss)

1/2 of Eq. ~A2! corresponding to the possible valu
of the parameterskn

2 is a complete basis set for functions
the given intervaluzu,d/2, s561. Consequently, the gen
eral solution of Eq.~2! is given by

ms5(
n

~ane2knx1bneknx!gsn~z!, ~A3!

where the constantsan andbn are determined by the bound
ary conditions at the ends of the spin guide. Using the
thogonality of thegsn functions with differentn yields

an5
eknLcn2dn

eknL2e2knL , bn5
dn2e2knLcn

eknL2e2knL ,

cn5(
s
E

0

d/2

ms~x50,z!gsn~z!dz, ~A4!

dn5(
s
E

0

d/2

ms~x5L,z!gsn~z!dz.
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Here the origin of the coordinate system is located in
center of the entrance into the channel~see Fig. 1! and the
orthonormal basis functionsgsn are given as

gsn~z!5Assf sn~z!S (
s
E

0

d/2

@Assf sn~z!#2dzD 21/2

.

~A5!

The boundary conditions may be imposed in an alter
tive manner. Let the spin-up and spin-down current densi
in the channel entrance be given byJs(z) andms50 at the
exit of the channel. Then it is easy to obtain the followin
expressions for the coefficientsan andbn :

an5
cn8

11e22knL , bn52
cn8

11e2knL ,

~A6!

cn85
e

kn
(

s
E

0

d/2

ss
21Js~x50,z!gsn~z!dz.

Thus, according to Eq.~A3! we have to find the set of solu
tions of f s for Eq. ~A2! (s5↑ or ↓!; these solutions are
related to the functionsf 6 @see Eq.~4!# through Eq.~A1!.
Matching the functionsm↑,↓ and the currents~i.e., the deriva-
tives s↑,↓]m↑,↓ /]z) at z56w/2, we can find the relations
between the coefficientsA, B, C, andD, that is,

A costN1
s

2
C costN8 5B sintM1

s

2

sM ,2s

sMt
D sintM8 ,

sNS Ak sintN1
s

2
CkN sintN8 D

5sMsS Bk costM1
s

2

sM ,2s

sMt
DkM costM8 D , ~A7!

tN5k
w

2
, tN8 5kN

w

2
, tM5kS d2w

2 D ,

tM8 5kMS d2w

2 D , sMt5sM↑1sM↓ .

Here, the indicesM andN denote the magnetic and nonma
netic regions, respectively, andkN,M are defined in Eq.~4!.
This set of equations can be simplified, and after some
nipulations we obtain the following simple equations:

C costN8 5D sintM8 , 2AsN sintN5BsMs costM .
~A8!

Elimination of B and D with the use Eqs.~A8! yields two
equations forA and C. Equating the determinate of thes
equations to zero we obtain the equation that determines
possible values of the damping parameterk:

S 12
2sN

sMt
tantN tantM D S sN

kN

kM
tantN8 tantM8 22

sM↑sM↓
sMt

D
52sNS sM↑2sM↓

sMt
D 2 k

kM
tantN tantM8 . ~A9!
3-10
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For a given constant current density in the channel entra
(J↑,↓5J0 for z,w/2 andJ↑,↓50 for z.w/2) and form↑,↓
50 at the channel exit, we obtain the following expressio
for the spin-up and the spin-down currents in the channe

I s52J0(
n

cosh@kn~L2x!#

cosh~knL !

sN

Kn
S ^ f 1&c

21
s

2
^ f 1&c^ f 2&cD ,

~A10!

where

Kn5(
s
E

0

d/2

@Assf sn~z!#2dz, ^¯&c[E
0

w/2

¯ dz.

Herekn is determined by Eq.~A9!. From the above we can
calculate the degree of the spin polarization~a! of the current
in the channel:

a5
I ↑2I ↓
I ↑1I ↓

5

(n

cosh@kn~L2x!#

cosh~knL !

sN

Kn
^ f 1&c^ f 2&c

2(n

cosh@kn~L2x!#

cosh~knL !

sN

Kn
^ f 1&c

2

.

~A11!

For the general case it is not possible to present the s
tion of Eq. ~A3! analytically. However, one may obtain im
portant analytical results if it is supposed that the spin gu
is sufficiently long, i.e., when its lengthL is large enough
compared tokmin

21 ~wherekmin is the smallest allowed value o
kn), i.e., Lkmin@1. Owing to this inequality and the vanish
ing boundary condition at the channel exit (dn50), the elec-
trochemical potentials far from the entrance are given as@see
Eqs.~A3! and ~A4!#

ms>cmin~e2kminx2ekmin~x2L !!gs min~z! for x@kmin
21.
~A12!

The second term in parentheses is operative only at dista
of the order ofkmin

21 from the exit, and even there it does n
change the order of magnitude of the current. Note tha
this case the degree of spin polarization of the current in
channel,a, is determined by the functionsgs min @see Eq.
~A12!#—this underlies the independence~to a good approxi-
mation! of a with respect to thex coordinate and the bound
ary conditions at the entrance. Using Eqs.~4! and ~A3! it is
easy to obtain the following expression fora, which is valid
when Eq.~A12! is valid,

a5
tantN8

tantN

k

kN

sMt22sN tantN tantM

sM↓2sM↑
. ~A13!

The relation between the coefficientsC andA follows from
Eq. ~A7! and it has the form

C52a
sintN

sintN8

kN

k
A, ~A14!

wherea is determined by Eq.~A13!. This equation togethe
with Eqs.~A8! and~A9! allows us to find the potentials an
the spin polarization of the current.
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To calculate a concrete value of the current spin polari
tion one should findkmin from Eq. ~A9!, with the needed
accuracy. In Sec. III we found asymptotically exact expr
sions for the degree of spin polarization of the current a
for the damping parameter that are valid for different valu
of the physical parameters of our system.

Here we comment on the validity of the approximate e
pressions given in Eqs.~A12! and~A13!. For distances along
the channel axis that are larger thankmin

21 we use only one
term of the sum~A3!; this approximation demands that th
difference betweenkmin and the next value ofkn is not too
small compared withkmin , since otherwise we should main
tain two terms of the sum. As shown at the end of Sec. II
the latter is needed for a sufficiently high conductivity of t
magnetic shell.

We did not attempt here a calculation of the preexpon
tial factorcmin @see Eq.~A12!# for all possible configurations
This factor depends on the boundary conditions at the s
guide entrance, which are determined by the details of
current injection process into the spin guide; this in tu
requires information about the geometric characteristics
the current leads far from the spin guide. It appears to us
such a detailed picture is unwarranted for qualitative~and
even semiquantitative! consideration. The coefficientcmin

can be estimated as@see Eqs.~A4! and ~A12!# cmin'UAd
'(I /sN)kminAd, whereU is the potential difference along
the spin guide andI is the current driven into the spin guide

In addition to finding the solution of Eq.~A12!, which is
formed far from the entrance, we are interested in the w
that the degree of spin polarization increases at distances
are shorter thankmin

21 in the case when spin-flip scatterin
events are rare. In order to obtain information about the la
issue we need to find additional solutions of Eqs.~A7! and
~A9! that are related to the next value ofkn ~i.e., the one after
kmin). If we neglect the first term in the right-hand side of E
~A2! ~in the approximation of absence of spin-flip pr
cesses!, Eqs. ~A7! reduces to a couple of two independe
equations for the spin-up and spin-down components. He
we can write two types of solutions of these equations
given in Eqs.~5a! and~5b! ~inside of the nonmagnetic chan
nel, and in the magnetic shell!, and the corresponding damp
ing parameters (k↑,↓) are given as solutions of Eq.~6!. Con-
sequently, the spin-down current, which penetra
preferentially~in comparison to the spin-up component! into
the magnetic material, decays over a distancek↓min

21 . If one
allows spin-flip scattering,k↑min can be replaced bykmin
5k0, which is the smallest allowed value of the parametek
in Eq. ~A9!, andk↓min can be replaced byk1 . Equation~5! is
valid for distancesk↓min

21 ,x,k↑min
21 from the entrance, and we

can rewrite it through the normalized functionsg↑,↓(z) and
the corresponding coefficientsa↑,↓ @see Eq.~A3!#

m↑,↓5a↑,↓ exp~2k↑,↓x!g↑,↓~z!. ~A15!

The constantsa↑,↓ in this equation are determined by th
boundary conditions. Spin-flip processes are assumed t
rare and we obtaina↑>a0 and a↓>a1 @see Eqs.~A3! and
~A4!#. In the approximate expressions for the degree of s
3-11
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polarization of the current@Eqs.~7! and~11! in the text# the
spin polarization is determined up to the corresponding p
exponential factors (a}a↑ /a↓); as discussed following Eq
~7! these preexponential factors are close to unity in the c
when the magnitudes of the spin-up and spin-down curre
are close to each other at the entrance of the spin-guide

Figure 2, which shows the results of numerical calcu
tions of the spin-up and spin-down currents in the chan
S.
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@Eq. ~A10!#, together with Fig. 3, illustrates the domain o
applicability of Eqs.~5a!, ~5b!, and ~A12!. As may be con-
cluded from inspection of Fig. 2, the current calculated w
the damping parametersk↑,↓ coincides with the exact solu
tions already atx.d/2. Equation~A12! is valid ~and, corre-
spondingly, the current spin polarization is saturated! as
demonstrated in Fig. 3 for distancesx that are much larger
thand/2.
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